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The Ahaggar region of the Sahara desert, with its administrative headquarters at 
Tamanrasset (Fort Laperrine) provides an almost exact geographical centre for the terri
tory inhabited by the Tuareg; the nomadic tribes of the "blue veil". At the northernmost 
point is In Salah and to the south, Agadez. Eastward there is Djanet in the Tassili des 
Ajjer and the western boundary is formed, perhaps, by the line of the Tanezrouft. 
Within this area the Tuareg wander from oasis to oasis or, in the case of a few, dwell 
peaceably in the shadow of the French towns and outposts that mainly owe their loca
tion to the existence of water tempered by administrative and strategic factors. 

The Tuareg would appear, at first glance, to be one of the few remaining peoples 
of the world possessing a culture of their own that is entirely free of influences, direct 
or indirect. Some among the tribes still believe that the desert is the world, inhabited 
admittedly by many different kinds of people, but the world nevertheless. This is the 
extreme view, obviously not shared by those who have travelled on the great caravan 
routes as far south as Kano or to Timbucktu and the Niger. It may not be the view of 
the younger generations who, to an increasing extent, are benefiting by the primary 
education facilities inaugurated by the French administrators; particularly in Algeria 
where the Ahaggar region lies at the foot of the Territoires du Sud: a knowledge of the 
French language does not necessarily bring about a lessening of superstitions or a 
widening of perspectives. One is always faced with the parallel of the farmer (who 
should have known better) and the ostrich: 'There ain't no such animal!' Nevertheless, 
from this aspect the influences are so few as to be negligible and are more likely to come 
from the varied genre of the official and semi-official indigenous population gathered 
together under the Tricolour at the towns and outposts of the region than from direct 
contact with the European. The Tuareg are almost the exception that proves the rule 
of man's gregariousness, though, naturally enough, they are gregarious in that they pos
sess very strong tribal instincts. 

As a tribe the Tuareg have very marked characteristics that immediately set them 
aside from any other social group in what may be termed loosely north Mrica. To 
begin with~ the men are seldom seen unveiled: the women, who can be very beautiful, 
never cover their faces although, often they will wear a head covering, presumably as 
protection against sun and sand. The men, however, do not wear the veil solely as 
protection against the elements. Discounting those few who have become soldiers 
under the French flag, a Tuareg man-or, more properly, a Targui-assumes the veil 
on approaching manhood and wears it continuously, even tor eating and drinking. 
He unveils to no one, not even in the sanctuary of his tent alone, let alone in the presence 
of his wife. This veil wound low round his forehead and across the bridge of his nose 
covers the mouth, ears and nostrils. Since the other openings of his body are concealed 
by his robes he has complete protection against evil spirits entering and taking control
and this is the key to why the veil is worn. To protect his eyesight against the Evil 
One amulets are worn from a chain round the neck and doubtless also such amulets 
provide a measure of safety in battle. 

The origins of the Tuareg tribe are particularly interesting in that they have as yet 
to be definitely established. Their antecedents go back anything between 600 and a 1,000 
years and it is supposed that they are an offshoot of the Berber Arabs, driven into the 
desert during one of the many invasions of the Tel, the fertile coastal belts of Algeria 
and Morocco, that continued up to the 13th century when the Moors became really 
established on the Barbary coast. Likewise,- the Berbers with their light skins and blue 
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eyes are probably descended from the Vandals who invaded north Africa some 300 
years earlier. Legend, though not springing from the Tuareg themselves, suggests 
they grew out of a lost band of Crusaders that wandered into the desert after the Holy 
wars of the middle ages: a legend that draws attention to the Tuareg's use of chain mail 
and long two-handed swords and to his stature and Aryan features. The language of the 
Tuareg is called Tamahaq; their speech soft and guttural. In its written form, Tifinar, 
the alphabet is possibly that of the ancient Libyans. The hieroglyphics are utterly unlike 
Arabic and the construction of the alphabet is consonantal, a feature which makes the 
task of translation difficult. For many years now Dr. Wakefield, an Englishwoman, has 
been living in Tamanrasset making a study of Tamahaq and translating the Bible. It 
is already 8 years ago that the National Bible Society of Scotland published the Book 
of Ruth for missionary work among the Tuareg based on Dr. Wakefield's studies . 
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The Bible in Tamahaq 

(&lb. Ch. 2, Verse 17) 

"So she gleaned in ihefield nntil ePening, and when she heat out what she had gleatrtd, it was aboNI an ephah of barley!' 

Again, the influence of such work is too limited at present to be a cogent factor. 
From the standpoint of religion the Tuareg reveal a strange mixture of paganism and 
lip-service to Islam. Literally, the word Tuareg-or, in its purer form Twarek-means 
"abandoned", i.e., the abandoned of God. To some extent the limits of the Tuareg 
domain are fixed by his superstitions; which have peopled areas like the Plateau du 
Tademait, north of In Salah and the mountains of Emmid-Din to the east of the Ahaggar 
with ghosts and djinns. The Tuareg are, above everything, religious opportunists; 
in that, like all superstitious people, they believe what suits them best. Unlike most 
other social groups they do not seem to have synthetised their beliefs or emotions into 
a set of religious observance that is a collective interest of the community. Marriage 
and divorce exist but, sexually, the tribe is a-moral and a feature of the social structure of 
the group is the "ahal", a love-feast at which the men serenade their chosen lovers, 
praising their beauty in terms of the moon, a flower or with images equally poetic and 
universal. 

Tuareg society is matriarchal: another distinctive feature that sets them apart from 
the Arab world. Although authority appears to be invested in the male, in so far as tribal 
groups are administered by the Amenokal, or king, it is through the women that hered
ity is determined. The child of a Targui begotten by a woman outside the tribe will 
not be Tuareg; but a Targuia (Tuareg woman) who has a child by a slave, for instance, 
claims for the offspring direct Tuareg descent, though not necessarily in the same social 
circle. There ·are, in fact, several social strata within Tuareg society that have arisen 
through the centuries as a result of raiding for slaves; and also from the involved rela
tionship between slaves and slaves, and masters and slaves since the children of some are 
free, while others are not; and the children of the second generation of some are free. 
These last are called "Hartanis", meaning literally, "free in the second generation (from 
"Barr" -free, "Thani" -second). The nobility of the tribe are known as "Kel" and 
the men can be distinguished by the dark blue veil. The serfs, although Tuareg by 
birth, wear a white veil, while the Hartanis, who are mostly of negroid descent, go 
unveiled. 

Thus it is that a great many influences have combined to build up the tribe and, 
consequently, it is not surprising to find in their music certain similar incongruities. 
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For example, a rough division can be made straight away between the songs that seem 
to suggest a negro ()rigin and those whose flavour is indisputably, let us say Moorish, 
rather than Arabic. First of all it would be as well to deal with the few instruments used 
by the Tuareg in relation to the type of song they accompany; for, here again, the same 
division occurs. 

The nearest that the Tuareg possess to an instrument capable of producing a melodic 
line is the "amzhad" (or "imzad". The plural of the word, "imzaden" meaning "hair"). 
This is a single stringed instrument of the lute variety comprising a soup.d box usually 
made from a gourd and covered with stretched membrane, a rough neck of stick being 
fixed across the diameter and projecting about 12 inches. The string is passed over a 
rudimentary bridge made of two short pieces of stick lashed together so as to form a 
shallow "V" and tied to the end of the curved neck. The pitch of the string is determined 
first of all by a sliding loop further down the neck and controlled during performance 
by the musician's left hand. A bow is used and it is from this that the instrument derives 
its name, since the bowstring is made from the hair of the women. The instrument is 
pitched on the open string usually at an approximate middle "C", though this can vary 
since an "E" above middle "C" frequently becomes the tonic note. Its range is roughly 
an octave and a third, accompaniments often being played in the top part of the register. 
Intervals approximating to perfect intervals predominate during performance. 

Two kinds of percussion are used by the Tuareg, not counting group handclapping 
that features with many of the songs: a tom-tom with a wooden shell and single head, 
and a more hybrid contraption involving a gourd and a bowl of water. The tom-tom, 
which is played with the flat of the hand, has a head of stretched gazelle skin fastened by a 
cord made of goat hair and can be tuned by dampfug with water. Dry, the tom-tom 
produces a "treble" note, and wet, a bass one. The shape of the shell resembles an eggcup, 
and although tom-toms vary in size they are roughly a foot in diameter and eighteen 
inches high. The wood comes from the French Sudan, but the tom-tom is to be found 
wherever the Tuareg go. The gourd and bowl of water suggest that it is a recent in
novation, since bowls are not readily obtainable in the Sahara except through foreign 
manufacture and trade, i.e., foreign to the Tuareg. Indeed, the bowl largely favoured is 
an ordinary enamelled affair about six inches deep and perhaps eighteen inches across 
such as is found in the kitchen of any European home. Filled with water and this 
surface struck rhythmically with an inverted half gourd it produces a deep, damped note 
comparable to a well-tuned bass drum. 

Wind instruments are unknown among the Tuareg and the "amzhad" and the 
two percussion instruments mentioned above are the only musical devices used. Certain 
distinctions govern the use of these three instruments that have their roots in tradition. 
All of them are played by the women who, particularly with the "amzhad" display con
siderable virtuosity: for a Targui to play an instrument would be infra dig. Consequently, 
much or the propagation of folk-culture is in the hands of the women, though the men
folk do not consider the heroic beneath their dignity. However, the war songs, recounting 
the deeds of great warriors, are practically extinct since the Tuareg have passed from 
being a fighting race, levying protective tolls upon the caravans, to become a quiet, 
almost passive people, anxious for survival in the face of encroaching modern civilisation 
that has already dissipated the often considerable wealth amassed before the French 
gained control in the Sahara. 

The music of the Tuareg falls into the two types mentioned earlier: songs that seem 
to owe their origin to negro influences, and those that have certain Moorish characteris
tics. It is curious to note that none of the songs of the women feature the use of mordents 
or shakes, whereas those of the men invariably do so. Secondly, percussion other than 
handclapping is never used to accompany the men, while the "amzhad" is never used 
to accompany the songs of the women. When the "amzhad" is used, perhaps because 
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of its delicate tone and lack of volume, handclapping is always absent, though a parti
cular song with differences in tempo and rhythmic attack is often sung either with 
"amzhad" accompaniment or handclapping. In the latter case the melodic embellish
ments tend to disappear and the tune emerges in its basic form: 

Targui Love Song 

Most of the songs of the men are love songs, such as are sung during the "ahals" 
and it is logical to deduce that the "amzhad", which is used exclusively for love songs, 
is the female voice, the necessary complement to a declaration of love and, indeed, the 
phrasing of the "amzhad" is more that of obbligato than of counter-melody. 

It is the chant-like quality of the women's singing that suggests the negro influence; 
the tom-tom rhythms used in accompaniment are invariably simple and without the 
intricate cross-rhythms found south of the Sahara. For instance, this song, which 
describes the lope of the camel, has a rhythm set against it that shifts to imitate the changes 
in gait of the camel as it quickens its pace to the equivalent of a gallop: 

Voices in Unison 

>~>> 

Rhythm 

This example is from Agadez in French West Africa. A mere hundred miles further 
south at Tanout the same song introduces a second melody note, observing the same 
intentions in its rhythmic shifts, but in total effect is very much simpler: 

Voices in Unison 

Rhythm 

Although the cycle of this simple theme is short, variances in the stresses and in
flections suggest that several cycles are woven into a larger metric pattern of which 
the key to them would be a knowledge of the language. In this next example, a semi
humurous song about "a father and mother camel'', the length of the cycle is varied by 
the omission of the fourth bar or the introduction of another, similar to the preceding 
one, before the tune resolves itself onto the tonic. These variations do not occur at 
regular intervals in the cycles, but seem to be anticipated instinctively by the performers. 
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The melody of this attractive little song is more advanced than the two preceding 
examples, but the accompanying rhythm is now restricted to a straight beat that never 
varies: 

Voices in Unison 

Rhythm 

Dancing among the Tuareg seems to be restricted to the men; a kind of war dance, 
nowadays no more than a remembrance ot things past, in which they stamp and whoop 
and brandish their weapons in time to the chanting of the women. It is possible, though 
not likely, that Tuareg women do dance at the "ahals"; but in the absence of actual 
corroboration the supposition may be discounted: the role of women would appear to 
be predominantly passive, the initiative being the prerogative of the men. It must be 
remembered that the Tuareg has not the settled village existence of the African tribe 
and as a result his life is marked less by organised ceremony, less by religious observance, 
however primitive. Aloof and alone the Targui remains the " last of the desert". Within 
two days' journey of his t erritory his name becomes legendary: little is known of his 
customs and his music is unheard. He is the Abandoned of God. 


